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PREAMBLE
This agreement, entered into by the County of Allegany, New York hereinafter referred
to as the Employer, and the Allegany County Deputy Sheriffs Association, Local 3989,
Council 82, American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees AFL-CIO,
Bargaining Unit, hereinafter referred to as the Union, has as its purpose, the promotion of
harmonious relations between the Employer and the Union; the establishment of an
equitable and peaceful procedure for the resolution of differences; and the establishment
of rates of pay, hours of work and other conditions of employment.
ARTICLE I RECOGNITION
The Employer recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining agent, for the
purpose of bargaining for terms and conditions of employment, for all full time
employees of Allegany County Sheriff s Department in titles defined in Appendix A
except part time employees, temporary, managerial, confidential and seasonal employees.
The Employer hereby grants the Union unchallenged representation for the periods as
described in the Public Employment Act.
ARTICLE n UNION SECURITY
Section 1. Dues and Insurance Checkoff
(a) The Employer agrees to deduct union dues and insurance premiums in accordance
with lists furnished by the Union and accompanied by authorization cards. Such dues
and insurance premiums will be deducted on a bi-weekly basis of twelve (12) equal
amounts from one paycheck each month in the calendar year, beginning with the first
pay period after such notice is received.
(b) The total of all payroll period deductions shall be remitted each month through the
financial officer designated by the Union. This remittance shall be made ten (10)
days after the pay date.
(c) Dues and insurance premium authorization cards for checkoff will remain in force
until an employee leaves the employ of the County, or until the employee submits, in
writing, a request to have paYroll deductions stopped.
(d) Any change in the amount of the Union Dues to be deducted must be certified by the
Union, in writing, and be forwarded to the Employer.
(e) Payroll deductions of Union Dues under the properly executed authorization for
payroll deduction of Union Dues forms shall be deducted by the next full pay period,
if possible, and each pay period thereafter, trom the pay of the employee.
(f) The aggregate total of all such deductions shall be remitted each month to the
designated officer of the Union together with a list from whom dues have been
deducted on or before the tenth (lOth)of every such month.
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(g) Revocation of authorization cards shall be subject to conditions contained thereon.
Section 2. Agency Shop
(a) Any present employee who is not a Union member shall pay to the Union each month
a service charge in an amount equal to the regular monthly dues of the Union for the
duration of this Agreement.
.
(b) Any future employee who does not make application for membership within thirty
(30) days of their date of hire shall pay to the Union each month a service charge in
an amount equal to the regular monthly dues of the Union for the duration of this
Agreement.
Section 3. Bulletin Boards
The Employer agrees to allow the Union use of designated bulletin boards for the purpose
of posting Union notices and news; provided the bulletin board is kept orderly and
timely.
Section 4. Access to Premises
The Employer agrees to permit representatives of the Union to enter the premises of the
Employer during working hours to conduct Union business provided such activity does
not interfere with the performance of the duties assigned to the employees. The
representative shall notify the Sheriff or his Designee before entering County Premises.
Section 5. Notification of New Employees
A list of new employees will be supplied to the union by the Employer upon a change.
Section 6. Union President
The Union President shall be granted reasonable time off without loss of time or pay to
conduct Union business, providing the Sheriff is notified. Additional personnel may be
granted such time completely at the Sheriff's discretion.
Section 7. Negotiations
The Union Negotiating Committee shall not exceed four (4) people.
ARTICLE ill HOURS OF WORK
Section 1. Regular Hours
The regular hours of work each day shall be consecutive.
Section 2. Work Week
The work week shall consist of an average five (5) days, Monday through Sunday,
inclusive. The work week for Deputies, Correction Officers, the Sheriff's Clerks and the
Cooks shall be forty (40) hours, including meal periods.
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Section 3. Work Day
Eight (8) consecutive hours of work within the twenty-four (24) hour period shall
constitute the regular work day.
Section 4 . Work Shift
All employees shall be scheduled to work on a regular work shift, and each work shift
shall have a regular starting and quitting time except as may be otherwise stated
elsewhere within this Agreement. The work shift of an employee may be changed,
providing a minimum of one hundred and twenty (120) hours' notice be given said
employee.
Section 5. Work Schedule
Present work schedules shall not be changed unless the changes are mutually agreed upon
by the Union and the Employer.
Section 6. Rest Periods
Employees' work schedules shall provide for a fifteen (15) minute rest period during
each one-half shift. The rest period shall be scheduled at the discretion of the Sheriff as
near as possible to the middle of each one-half shift
Section 7. Work Report.
(a) If: during an employee's regular hours of work it is found that, because ofa natural
disaster or weather conditions, it is necessary to be sent home prior to the end of their
regularly scheduled shift, such employees shall suffer no loss of time or pay.
(b) If County Departments are not officially closed and an employee cannot come to
work because of severe weather conditions, they may charge the time off to
compensatory time, accumulated personal or vacation leave.
(c) When it is necessary to be late or absent, your department supervisor is to be notified
immediately, the Officer receiving such notification shall cause to be made an entry
in the downstairs Control Room Log.
ARTICLE IV REPORTING TIME
Section l. Show up Time
(a) Any employee who is scheduled to report for work and who presents himself for
work as scheduled, shall be assigned work on the job for which he was scheduled to
report.
(b) Ifwork on the job is not available, and the employee is excused trom duty, he shall be
paid at his regular rate for four (4) hours' work. If the employee works any part of
the four (4) hours, then he shall be paid for the entire day.
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Section2. Call time
(a) Any employee called in for emergency duty in addition to outside of his regular
scheduled shift shall have available to him a minimum of four (4) hours of work for
which the employee will be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1 ~). In the event
the employee requests to leave before the four (4) hour minimum is satisfied, and the
Sheriff agrees, the employee shall only receive pay for the time actually worked.
(b) Under no circumstances shall an employee be sent home during his regular shift for
the purpose of recalling such employee to work another work shift which either
begins at the end of the employee's regular work shift or any time thereafter.
Section 3. Premium Rates of Pay
(a) Time and one half(l ~) of the employee's regular hourly rate of pay shall be paid for
all work performed in excess of the regularly scheduled hours in any work day; all
work performed in excess of the normal schedule in any work week; all work
performed before or after any scheduled work shift; and all work performed on
Saturday, except time and one-half (1 ~) shall be paid for all work performed on
Sunday for hourly employees. Employees shall receive compensatory time at time
and one-half (1 ~) for all overtime hours worked, or at the option of the department
head, may be paid; if such employee is not granted compensatory time off within
sixty (60) days of the day worked, the employee shall have the option of being paid or
time off The employee's request for time off shall not be unreasonably refused. If it
is necessary to limit the number of employees on compensatory leave, it shall be done
on the basis of seniority. Effective 1/1/95, compensatory time earned within the
calendar year shall be exhausted by the end of the calendar year. Employee
compensatory time earned in any calendar year and unspent at the end of that
calendar year shall be paid at the appropriate rate and not carried over into the
following calendar year.
(b) The overtime rate specified above for Saturday work shall not be paid to employees
for whom these days fall regularly within the first days of their work week. These
employees shall be paid time and one-half (1 ~) for all work performed on the sixth
(6ili)day of their regular work week and time and one-half (1 ~) for all work
performed on the seventh (7th) in their regular work week. These employees will be
paid time and one-half (1 ~) for Sundays worked that are regularly scheduled.
(c) Any employee required to work four (4) hours of overtime following his regular full
day shall be granted one-half (~) hour off with pay for the purpose of eating. A
similar one-half(~) hour with pay shall be granted for each subsequent four (4) hour
period of overtime to be followed by additional overtime.
(d) Employees working their 4/2 shall be paid time and one-half(l ~) for all work
performed on the fifth (5th)day and time and one-half (1 Y2)for all work performed
on the sixth (6th)day. Employees working their 5/2 shall be paid time and one-half
(1~) for all work performed on their (6th)day and time and one-half(l ~) for all
work performed on their seventh (7th)day. Employees working their 5/1 shall be paid
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time and one-half(1 ~) for all work performed on their sixth (6th)day. Employee
must work their fifth/sixth (5th/6th)day. The above shall not continue if there is a
mutually agreed schedule change as provided in Article III, Section 5.
Section 4. Distribution
(a) Overtime work shall be distributed equally to qualified employees. The distribution
of overtime shall be equalized over each three (3) month period beginning on the first
(1st)day of the calendar month following the effective date of this Agreement.
(b) A record of the overtime hours worked by each employee shall be posted on the
department bulletin board bi-weekly.
1. No overtime work shall be accepted by any employee within the same
calendar day after an employee did not report for his/her regularly
. scheduledshift as a result of having called in sick.
(c) Outside Details (Roads)
I. If an outside detail arises which requires five (5) or more deputies the sheriff
can utilize no more than twenty (20) percent ratio of part-time deputies per shift
for that given detail.
2. If the outside detail requires less than five (5) deputies the sheriff must cover
that given detail with full-time deputies.
(d) Jail Jfa full time employee takes a vacation day, comp time, personal day, leave of
absence, or takes a holiday off, and the Sheriff or his designee approves coverage of
that time, the Sheriffwill cover that time by:
I. Using the part-time list until that is exhausted. No overtime will be offered to
part-time employees before it has been offered to full-time employees.
2. Using the full-time list according to the overtime list.
3. If a full-time employee takes a sick day or extra manpower is needed, and the
Sheriff or his designee approves coverage of that time, the Sheriff will cover
that time by:
a. Using the full-time list according to the overtime list;
b. and then by using the part-time list.
(e) Disability & Worker's Compensation
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When a full-time employee is hurt off the job and has to use their sick time before
disability can commence, and the Sheriff or his designee approves coverage of that time,
the sheriff will cover that time by:
1. Using the full-time list according to the overtime list;
2. and then by using the part-time list.
When a full-time employee is injured on the job and worker's compensation starts
immediately, with exception of employees with correction officer status, and the Sheriff
or his designee approves coverage of that time, the Sheriffwill cover that time by:
1a. Using part-time list until that's exhausted. And no overtime will be offered
to part-time employees before it has been offered to full-time employees.
2a. Using the full-time list according to the overtime list.
Section 5. Work at Employee's Option
Overtime work shall be at the employee's option. However, all employees shall be
expected to work a fair share of all overtime.
Section 6. Overtime Pay
All overtime worked shall be paid for promptly, no later than the next regular paYroll
check. Premium pay for Sunday may be accumulated as compensatory time at the
employee's option.
ARTICLE V SENIORITY
Section 1. Definition
Seniority means an employee's length of continuous, full time service with the Employer
since his/her last date of appointment.
Section 2. Probation Period
(a) All new employees hired shall be considered as probationary employees and subject
to Rule XIV of the Allegany County Civil Service Rules.
(b) The Union shall represent all probationary employees for the purpose of collective
bargaining in respect to wages/salaries, hours, and other conditions as set forth under
Article I of this Agreement.
Section 3. Seniority Lists
The Employer shall produce and post a seniority list annually, and whenever a change to
the seniority list occurs. .
Section 4. Breaks in Continuous Service
An employees' continuous service record shall be broken by voluntary resignation,
discharge for just cause, and retirement. However, if an employee returns to work in any
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capacity within one (1) year, the break in continuous service shall be removed trom his
record.
Section 5. Temporary Employees
Temporary employees shall be hired only to supplement the regular work force in
seasonal peak periods or emergencies. No temporary employee shall fill any established
vacant position, nor shall they be hired on a temporary basis to fill higher than entrance
level positions, except when permanent employees in such entrance level positions are
not available to fill such positions on a temporary re-assignment.
ARTICLE VI WORK FORCE CHANGES
Section 1. Promotion and Filling of Vacancies
(a) The term promotion means the advancement of an employee to a higher position or
the reassignment of an employee to a higher paying position. Upon promotion, an
employee shall receive the salary equal to the step that is at least one-half (~)
increment of the new salary grade above his present salary.
(b) Whenever an opportunity for promotion occurs or a job opening occurs in other than
a temporary situation in any existing job classification, or as the result of the
development or establishment of a new job classification, a notice of such openings
shall be posted on all bulletin boards, stating the job classification, rate of pay and the
nature of the job requirements in order to qualify. Such posting shall be for a period
of not less than ten (10) workdays.
(c) During this period, employees who wish to apply for the open position, including
employees on layoff, may do so. The application shall be in writing, and it shall be
submitted to the Sheriff.
(d) The Employer shall fill such job openings or vacancies, ITomamong those employees
who have applied, who meet the standards of the job qualifications, except that if
there are more than one employee who is qualified for the job, then such position
shall be filled by selecting among those employees qualified; the Employer shall
consider ability, efficiency, seniority and attendance in determining the appropriate
candidate.
(e) A notice listing those employees who have applied for the position and the employee
or employees selected for the position shall be posted by the Employer on the bulletin
boards within five (5) work days of the selection by the Employer and be posted for a
period of at least ten (10) work days.
(f) Any employee selected in'accordance with the procedure set forth above may
undergo a trial period not to exceed ninety (90) days. Ifit is found that such
employee does not meet the requirements or responsibilities of the position to which
he has been selected during the trial period, then such employee shall be restored to
his former position.
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(g) The Union shall be notified by the Employer, in writing, immediately upon any job
vacancies occurring by reason of resignation, retirement or 'just cause" discharge.
Section 2 Temporary Job Openings
(a) Temporary job openings are defined as job vacancies that may periodically develop
in any job classification because of illness, vacation, or leave of absence or for any
other reason. Job openings that recur on a regular basis shall be considered
temporary job openings.
(b) Temporary job openings in higher classifications shall be filled by Employer
assignment or re-assignment, and the assignment or re-assignment shall be made in
terms of a promotion based upon seniority and qualification before a new employee
or temporary employee is hired. Temporary assignments shall be considered as
training assignments by which the employee may obtain experience that will enable
him to qualify for future promotions.
(c) After three (3) days employees assigned to temporary job openings shall be paid the
wage rate established for the job or their own wage rate, whichever is higher, no later
than the next regular paYfoll check.
(d) Employees will not be paid the higher rate of pay when they request work within a
higher classification or when they perform out-of-title work for less than half (~)
day. Incidental out-of-title work (less than half (~) day) will not accumulate.
Section 3. Demotions
(a) The term demotion, as used in this provision, means the re-assignment, not requested
by the employee, of an employee IToma position in one job classification or in
another job classification.
(b) Demotions shall be made only to avoid laying off or dismissing employees. In any
case involving demotion, the employee involved shall have the right to elect which
alternative he will take; the demotion or the layoff.
(c) An employee who is relegated back to his previous job IToma higher classification to
which he was provisionally appointed because of his inability to prove to the
Employer that he was able to fulfill the standards of the job, or who voluntarily
relinquished such job, shall not be considered as demoted.
Section 4. Layoff
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(a) In the event the Employer plans to layoff employees for any reason, the Employer
shall meet with the Union to review such anticipated layoff: fourteen (14) calendar
days before said layoff
(b) When such action takes place, it shall be accomplished by laying off temporary and
probationary employees first by title within the department. Should it be necessary to
further reduce the work force, then regular employees shall be laid off in inverse
order of seniority by title within the department.
(c) The Employer shall forward a list of those employees being laid off to the local
Union Secretary on the same date that the notices are issued to the employees.
(d) When an employee is laid off due to reduction in the work force, he shall be
permitted to exercise his seniority right to bump, or replace an employee with less
seniority. Such employee may if he so desires, bump an employee in an equal or
lower job classification provided the bumping employee has greater seniority and
meets the qualifications than the employee who he bumps.
Section 5. Recall
(a) When the work force is increased after a layoff, employees will be recalled according
to seniority. Notice of recall shall be sent to the employee at his last known address
by certified mail. If any employee fails to report for work within ten (10) days ITom
the date of mailing of notice of recall, he shall be removed ITomsuch recall list.
Recall rights for an employee shall expire a period of four (4) years ITomthe date of
layoff. Written notice of expiration of recall rights shall be sent to the employee, at
his last known address, by certified mail.
(b) No new employees shall be hired until all employees on layoff status desiring to
return to work have been recalled.
Section 6. Shift Preference
Shift preference will be granted, where applicable, on the basis of seniority, where there
is a vacancy on a shift for thirty (30) days or more.
ARTICLE vn HOLIDAYS
Section 1. Holidays Recognized and Observed
(a) The following days shall be recognized and observed as paid holidays:
New Year's Day
M.L. King, Jr. Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
(b) Holidays will be celebrated on the day they occur, except employees who have a
regular schedule of Monday to Friday on a year-round basis. Such employees shall
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observe holidays that fall on Saturdays, on the preceding Friday. Also, holidays that
fall on Sundays shall be observed on the succeeding Monday.
(c) 1. Employees who are scheduled to work on a paid Holiday who desire to take the
Holiday off: will make such request in writing to the Sheriff at least seven (7) days in
advance of the holiday. The minimum seven (7) day notice may be waived at the
discretion of the Sheriff.
2. The Sheriff will not unreasonably deny such Holiday requests.
3. If the number of employees must be limited, employees will be given preference
by seniority.
4. Employees who request the Holiday off: will charge the time off to accumulated
personal or vacation time.
5. The Sheriffwill credit the employee with one (1) additional leave day in lieu of
working the Holiday.
Section 2. Eligibility Requirements
Employees shall be eligible for Holiday Pay under the following conditions:
1. The employee would have been scheduled to work on such day if it had not been
observed as a holiday unless the employee is on a day off: vacation, or sick leave and,
2. The employee worked his last scheduled work day prior to the holiday unless he is
excused by the Sheriff, which shall not be reasonably withheld.
Section 3. Holiday Pay
(a) Eligible employees who perform no work on a holiday shall be paid one (1) day's
pay for each of the holidays listed on which they perform no work.
(b) Eligible employees whose work day differs trom the standard eight (8) hours, shall
be paid the current daily rate of pay.
Section 4. Holiday Work
If an employee works on any of the holidays listed, he shall be paid, in addition to his
holiday pay, time and one-half (1 ~) for all hours worked.
Section 5. Holiday Hours for Overtime Purposes
For the purpose of computing overtime, all unworked holiday hours for which an
employee is compensated shall be regarded as hours worked.
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ARTICLE VllIVACATIONS
Section 1. Choice of Vacation Period
Except in case of an emergency, an employee shall give at least a one (1) week advance
notice of a vacation request for less than two (2) weeks in length and at least a two (2)
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week advance notice of a vacation request for two (2) weeks or more. If the nature of the
work makes it necessary to limit the number of employees on vacation at the same time,
the employee with the greater seniority shall be given his choice of vacation period in the
event of any conflict over vacation period.
Section 2. Holiday During Vacation Periods
!fa holiday occurs during the calendar week in which a vacation is taken by an
employee, the employee's vacation period shall be extended one (1) additional day.
Section 3. Work During Vacation Period
Any employee who is required to and does work during his scheduled vacation period
shall be paid for all regular hours at the rate of time and one-half (1 ~) their regular rate
and for overtime hours at a rate of two and one-half (2 ~) times his regular rate of pay.
In addition, the employee's vacation with pay shall be rescheduled to any future period
the employee may request.
Section 4. Vacation Rights in Case of Layoff or Separation
(a) Any employee who is laid off or retired, prior to taking his vacation, shall be
compensated in cash for the unused vacation he has accumulated at the time of
separation.
(b) In the case of the death of such an employee, such payment shall be made to his
estate.
Section 5. Vacation Schedule
(a) All employees covered by this Agreement shall be entitled to the following
consecutive vacation period upon completion of their probationary period:
First (1st) anniversary date to sixth (6th)anniversary date:
twelve (12) days, credited on each anniversary date.
Seventh (7th)anniversary date to eleventh (11th)anniversary date:
seventeen (17) days, credited on each anniversary date.
Twelfth (12th) anniversary date forward: twenty-one (21) days, credited on each
anniversary date.
Vacation credits may be used only in daily and one-half(I/2) daily segments. The
maximum accumulation of vacation days shall be forty-five (45) days.
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Section 6. Vacation Sellback
Employees may sell back up to ten (10) vacation days per year. No later than each
November 1, employees will notify the County in writing of the number of days being
sold. Payment will be made in the final check of the calendar year at the straight time
pay rate applicable when the days were earned.
ARTICLE IX LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Section 1. Eligibility Requirements
Employees may be eligible for leave of absence after six (6) months service with the
Employer.
Section 2. Application for Leaves
(a) Any request for a leave of absence shall be submitted in writing by the employee to
his immediate supervisor. The request shall state the reason the leave of absence is
being requested and the approximate length of time the employee desires.
(b) Authorization for a leave of absence shall be furnished to the employee by his
immediate supervisor, and it shall be in writing.
(c) Any request for a leave of absence shall be answered promptly. Requests for
immediate leave because of special urgency shall be answered before the end of the
shift on which the request is submitted.
(d) A request for a short leave of absence, not exceeding one (1) month, shall be
answered within five (5) days. A request for a leave of absence exceeding one (1)
month shall be answered within ten (10) days, if possible.
(e) In addition to accruing seniority while on any leave of absence granted under the
provisions of this Agreement, employees shall be returned to the position they held at
the time the leave of absence was requested.
(t) If employee is denied requested leave in excess of five (5) days, the reason for such
denial shall be given the employee in writing.
ARTICLE X PAID LEA VES
(a) In the event of the death of any employee's spouse, children, stepchildren, mother,
father, stepmother, stepfather, sister, brother, stepsister, stepbrother, grandchildren, or
anyone living in the employee's immediate household, the employee shall be granted
five (5) consecutive work days leave of absence with full pay to make household
adjustments and attend funeral services. In the event of the death of an employee's
grandparents, aunt, uncle, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother-in-law or sister-in-
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law, the employee shall be granted three (3) consecutive work days leave of absence
with full pay to make household adjustments and attend funeral services.
(b) If the death occurs prior to the employee's shift, that day will be counted. If the
death occurs after the employee reports for work, that day shall not be counted as one
of the five (5)/three (3) days. Scheduled days off are not to be considered as part of
the five (5)/three (3) days.
(c) The employee shall be granted normal bereavement leave upon the occasion of the
death of a member of the immediate family and this leave shall not deduct trom
vacation time if the death shall occur during a period of time when the employee is on
vacation.
Section 2 Personal Leave
Employees with less than ten (10)years of service shall be entitled to three (3) personal
leave days. Employees with ten (10) years of service or more shall be entitled to four (4)
personal leave days; after each year of service, non accumulative, to be used whenever
needed. Arrangements for such leave shall be made by the employee at least forty-eight
(48) hours in advance, except in case of emergency. Such leave shall be granted without
loss of pay, and shall not be deducted trom vacation accruals or any other leave benefits.
Personal leave days shall be taken only in half (l/2) day and daily segments. Any unused
personal leave shall be added to the employee's accumulated sick leave at the end of each
year. Accumulated Personal Leave shall not be payable at the time of termination of
employment, whatsoever the reason for such termination. Employees may be denied
Personal Leave because of operational needs of the Sheriff. However, such request shall
not be unreasonably withheld.
Section 3 Jury Duty
(a) Employees shall be granted time offwith pay any time they are required to report for
jury duty or jury service.
(b) Any fee received shall be used to detray personal cost to employee such as parking,
meals, etc.
Section 4 Civil Service Examinations
Employees shall be allowed time off with pay to take open competitive and promotional
examinations set up by the Civil Service System of Allegany County.
Section 5 Military Service Leave
Any employee who is a member of a Reserve Force of the United States or of this State
and who is ordered by the authorities to attend a training program or perform other duties
under the supervision of the United States or this State shall be granted time off during
the period of such activity, with no loss of time, up to 22 working days in a calendar year
pursuant to the appropriate federal and state laws.
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Section 6 Education Leave
Education Leave with full pay, including tuition and fees, will be granted an employee
where such education is required by the Employer. This does not apply to new
employees or bided positions.
ARTICLE XI SICK LEAVE
Section 1 Allowance
(a) Any employee contracting or incurring any non-service sickness or disability, who is
quarantined by the health authorities, or must make medical visits during working
hours as a result of any illness or injury, shall receive sick leave with pay.
(b) Employees shall be eligible for sick leave after thirty (30) days of service with the
Employer.
(c) Employees shall be allowed one (1) day of sick leave for each month of service. Sick
leave shall be earned by an employee for any month in which the employee is
compensated for twenty (20) or more hours of work.
(d) An employee may be required by the Employer to produce a doctor's certificate after
three (3) consecutive days of sickness or disability.
(e) Sick leave may be taken in one (1) hour segments not to exceed two (2) days per
year.
(f) All time for which an employee is credited with sick leave shall be considered as time
worked.
(g) Sick Leave Incentive-
No sick days used in a year's time
One sick day used in a year's time
Two sick days used in a year's time
Three or more sick days used in a year's time
$800.00
$700.00
$500.00
$ -0-
The sick leave incentive is payable in the paYroll closest to January 31 of the year
immediately following the year in which the incentive was earned. An employee must be
on the paYroll for a full fiscal year to be eligible for the sick leave incentive. For the
purpose of the sick leave incentive, sick time will include all work days taken off except
vacation, personal, compensatory time, bereavement leave, or holidays. This benefit will
first be payable in the paYroll closest to January 31, 2001 based upon sick leave
utilization in fiscal year 2000 and will thereafter be payable in the paYroll closest to
every January 31 based upon the prior year's sick leave utilization.
Section 2 Family Sick Leave
Employees shall be allowed five (5) days per year trom their sick leave for family illness.
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Section 3 Accumulation
Employees shall start to earn sick leave ITomtheir date of hire, and they shall accumulate
sick leave as long as they are in the service of the Employer up to a maximum of one
hundred fifty (150) days.
Any employee who retires ITomAllegany County service under the New York State
Employees' Retirement System shall be compensated at a rate of fifty percent (50%) per
day, up to a maximum of one hundred fifty (150) days of unused accumulated sick leave.
Section 4 Absence Due to Iniury and Workers' Compensation
The Mutual self-insurance plan presently provided shall be continued, or it's equivalent.
Section 5 Challenge of Examination Report
In the event the report of the employee's attending physician is challenged by the County
Administration or if the Union challenges the report of the County doctor's examination,
then the following procedure shall be followed.
(a) The employee may elect to be examined by a physician of his own choice, at his
expense. A copy of this examination shall be furnished to the County.
(b) If the reports of the two examining physicians are in disagreement or conflict, the
respective bargaining committee shall meet and endeavor to reconcile the difference.
(c) In the event mutual agreement cannot be reached to equitably and amicably dispose
of the dispute, the controversy shall bypass the grievance procedure and instead, the
affected employee shall be examined at the equally shared cost of the County and the
employee, by an appropriate specialist for final determination in the matter which
shall be binding on the parties and the two examining physicians shall select the third
physician whose decision shall be final and binding on both parties, the Employer
and Union and employees.
(d) In the event that the County physician, appointed for this purpose by the County,
should find that the employee is able to perform light duties, the employee shall be
given such employment until such time that the employee is able to perform his
regular duties. Acceptance of other employment shall constitute a waiver of
employee's other rights under this provision.
(e) The Employer should make every effort to place an employee who becomes partially
disabled on their present job, on work which he is able to perform.
(f) A report of physical examination and any laboratory test made by physicians acting
for the County will be given to the personal physician of the individual upon written
request of the employee.
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(g) The employee and the Union shall be fully informed of any contemplated action on
the County's part, as herein stated on the Challenge of Examination Report.
Section 6 Extended Sick Leave
The Employer, by act or resolution, may authorize payments for additional sick leave
credits when an employee requests same because of extended illness.
ARTICLE xn UNPAID LEAVES
Section I Reasonable Purpose
Leaves of Absence without pay and not to exceed six (6) months, may be granted for any
reasonable purpose in the sole discretion of the Sheriff Such leaves may be extended or
renewed for any reasonable purpose in the sole discretion of the Sheriff.
Section 2 Maternity
Maternity leave shall be granted in accordance with New York State law.
Section 3 Education
(a) After completing one (1) year of service, any employee, upon request, may be
granted a leave of absence for educational purposes. The period of the leave of
absence shall not exceed one (1) year, but may be extended or renewed at the request
of the employee.
(b) One (1) year leave of absence with any requested extension for educational purposes
shall not be provided more than once every three (3) years.
(c) Employees may also be granted leaves of absence for educational purposes, not to
exceed one (1) month in any calendar year, to attend conferences, seminars, briefing
sessions, or other functions of a similar nature that are intended to improve or
upgrade the individual skill or professional ability.
(d) The above leave may be granted provided that no more than ten percent (10%) of the
employees in a given department make such a request.
Section 4 Employment Opportunities
Employees may, at the Sheriff s discretion, be granted a leave of absence without pay to
enable such employee to serve temporarily, provisionally, for trial periods, or for periods
necessary to qualify for permanent appointment to a competitive class, or another
position of a higher class that requires such conditions to be met, or where an employee is
offered a job on a permanent transfer, so long as said employment is with any agency of
the Employer.
Section 5 Union Business
(a) Employees elected to any Union office or selected by the Union to do work which
takes them trom their employment with the Employer shall, at the written request of
the Union, be granted a leave of absence. The leave of absence shall not exceed one
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(1) year, but it may be renewed or extended for a similar period at any time upon the
request of the Union.
(b) Members of the Union selected by the Union to participate in any other Union
activity may be granted a leave of absence at the request of the Union. A leave of
absence for such Union activity shall not exceed one (1) month, but it may be
renewed or extended for a similar period at any time upon the request of the Union.
ARTICLE XllI WAGES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
Section I Wage Schedule and Classification
(a) Commencing January 1, 1998 and continuing through December 31, 2002,
employees shall be compensated in accordance with Appendix A (plus increment).
(b) When a position not listed on the wage schedule is established or the specifications of
any existing position are materially changed, the Employer, after consultation with
the Union, may designate a job classification or new specification and rate structure
for the position. In the event the Union does not agree the wage rates are proper, then
the matter shall be subject to the grievance procedure.
(c) If during the term of this Agreement, the Union requests job and/or wage re-
evaluation or a change in existing job specifications, the Employer agrees to negotiate
on the matter.
(d) Longevity payments of the following amounts shall be paid in addition to the wage
schedule attached hereto to all employees who have completed the following number
of years of service:
Seven (7) years of service:
Ten (10) years of service:
Fifteen (15) years of service:
Twenty (20) years of service:
Twenty-five (25) years of service:
$ 300.00
$ 750.00
$1,000.00
$1,100.00
$1,150.00
Section 2 Corrections Officer
Correction Officers shall be promoted and trained as Deputy Sheriffs, as vacancies occur,
and in accordance with Civil Service Law.
ARTICLE XIV HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL BENEFITS
Section 1 Definition of Plan
(a) The Employer agrees to provide hospitalization and medical coverage, family and
single, at coverage levels and parameters equal to those in existence prior to February
1, 1994 under former Blue Cross 90/91 plan; Major Medical, two hundred and fifty
dollar ($250.00) deductible Rider for single coverage policy and three hundred dollar
($300.00) deductible Rider for family coverage policy and $10.00 co-pay
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Prescription Drug Rider for generic drugs and $15.00 co-pay Prescription Drug Rider
for non-generic drugs (the ability to receive 80% reimbursement for prescription drug
rider co-pay is terminated), for all employees covered by the Agreement at the
following rates; 100% single, 100% family, except as provided in (b). The County
reserves the right to change health insurance companies, provided the coverage is
equivalent to the above. The County shall discuss such anticipated change with the
Union. The County shall also have the option of providing two (2) single health
insurance policies, instead of a family plan, for married employees who have no
dependent children.
(b) Employees hired after January 1, 1988 shall pay 15% of the cost of individual and/or
family health insurance premiums. Employees hired after January 1, 2000 shall pay
25% of individual and/or family health insurance premiums.
(c) If the monthly premium rates, effective December 31, 1992, for the above identified
health insurance coverage increases more than 15%; the County and the Union will
negotiate over the increase. In the event negotiations are at Impasse, one (1) month
after the effective date of the increase, Interest Arbitration will be used to resolve the
issue of impact resulting ITomthe increased cost of health insurance. In no event will
any employee pay more than an additional ten dollars ($10.00) per month single or
twenty-five ($25.00) per month family coverage. This is over and above what is
provided in (b) above.
Section 2 Additional Terms of the Plan
(a) The hospitalization and medical provisions of this Agreement shall be available for
all employees covered by this Agreement who have completed (30) days of
employment with the Employer.
(b) Coverage will terminate upon the absence of the employee ITomthe active payroll
according to the following: Absence occurs on the 1stto the 15thof the month:
Coverage will terminate at the end of the current month. Absence occurs on the 16th
to the end of the month: Coverage will terminate at the end of the following month.
(c) In case of disability, coverage will continue up to twenty-six (26) weeks. Injury
covered by Workers' Compensation coverage will be continued up to a maximum of
one (1) year.
(d) Employees may elect to retain their coverage while on an unpaid leave of absence of
over one (1) month by paying the total premium costs. The cost for the month when
the employee returns to the active paYroll shall be prorated between the employee
and the Employer.
(e) Employees may be covered only once by the County group.
(f) Double Coverage - The County agrees to pay employees a payment of four hundred
fifty dollars ($450.00) for dropping individual coverage and nine hundred dollars
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($900.00) for dropping dependent coverage, whichever the employee is provided in
this agreement per year. For employees contributing 15% and 25% as provided in
Section 1 (b), the amount shall be 15% and 25% less. In the year the employee is on
probation, the amount shall be prorated. Such option must be exercised during the
month of November, effective the following January 1. This same procedure shall
apply to an employee opting back into the County Plan. This payment can be made
only when the employee signs a statement that the employee has, or will procure
health insurance through the Spouse's employment, other employment of the
employee, or a private insurance plan. Such payment shall be made on or about April
1 of each year. If the employee wishes to rejoin the plan within the year, the
employee must repay the pro rata portion of the payment (e.g., 6 months, $225.00-
Individual, and $450.00 dependent) and show a change in circumstances regarding
the alternative health plan (non-voluntary loss of coverage.) The County agrees to let
the employee back into the plan after one (1) year. Payment under this section shall
be made within thirty (30) days of the effective day of dropping the County's plan.
Ifhusband and wife are both employed by the County, then they shall be eligible for
only one plan coverage policy, eligible to cash in that one policy pursuant to this
Section.
ARTICLE XV RETIREMENT PLAN
Section 1 Definition of the Plan
(a) The Employer shall continue the benefits of Plan 89P, A14 and A15 as prescribed by
the New York and Local Retirement System.
Section 2 Employee Notice
The Employer further agrees that it will send, during the month of February of each year,
a letter or paYfoll notice to each employee who at that time has six (6) months or more
continuous service and who has not yet become a member of the Plan. This letter or
notice will advise the employee of the existence of the Plan, the employee's eligibility for
enrollment in the Plan, and the fact that the cost of membership under the Plan would be
paid by the Employer. The Employer will furnish the Union, annually, with a list of
employees to whom the letter or notices were sent.
ARTICLE XVI DISABILITY INSURANCE
The employer shall provide a fully paid disability program with the current terms for a
period of twenty-six (26) weeks at fifty percent (50%) of gross earnings.
The County shall have the right to require a physical examination of any employee when
the employee is on a leave of absence due to disability. The County shall have the right
to designate the doctor. The cost of such examination shall be paid for by the County.
The County shall provide the employee with at least a forty-eight (48) hour notice prior
to the scheduled physical examination.
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ARTICLE xvn SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Section 1 Grievance
Any grievance or dispute which may arise between the parties involving the application,
meaning, or interpretation of this Agreement, shall be settled in the following manner:
Steo 1: The Union shall first meet with the Sheriff prior to filing a grievance. After such
meeting, if the issues remain unresolved, then the Union shall submit the grievance, in
writing, to the Sheriff within ten (10) working days of its occurrence. If: at this time, the
Union is unaware of the grievance when it arises, it shall take it up within ten (10)
working days of learning of its existence. No grievance will be processed after thirty (30)
days of its occurrence. The Sheriff will answer same within ten (10) working days. If
the answer is a denial of the grievance, the Sheriff shall give his reasons in writing.
Steo 2: Ifa satisfactory settlement or disposition is not made within ten (10) working
days ITomthe date of the reply ITomthe Sheriff is due, the Union, by written notice, may
submit the grievance to the Personnel Officer. The Personnel Officer shall schedule a
meeting within ten (10) working days to hear the grievance. Within ten (10) working
days after the meeting, the Personnel Director shall set forth its answer in writing.
Steo 3: If the grievance is still unsettled, the Union may, within thirty (30) days after the
reply from the Personnel Director is due, by written notice request arbitration.
Section 2 Arbitration Procedure
(a) The County or the Union will apply to the New York State Public Employment
Relations Board for a list of five (5) Arbitrators for each grievance to be heard. In
the event the County and the Union cannot mutually select an impartial arbitrator, an
arbitrator shall be selected ITomthe P.E.R.B. list by each party alternately crossing
off the name of an arbitrator until one remains; after commencing the procedure by a
coin flip. The name of the remaining person shall be designated as the Arbitrator.
Each party may reject one (1) entire list of potential arbitrators supplied by P.E.R.B.
(b) The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties, and the
arbitrator shall be r~quested to issue his decision within thirty (30) days after the
record is declared closed.
(c) No arbitrator functioning under this step of the grievance procedure shall have any
power to amend, modify, or delete any provisions of the Agreement.
(d) Expenses for the Arbitrator's services and the proceeding shall be borne equally by
the Employer and the Union. If either party desires a verbatim record of the
proceedings, it may cause such record to be made, provided it pays for the record and
makes copies available, at cost, to the other party and to the Arbitrator.
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Section 3 Matter Relevant to Grievance Procedure
(a) The time limits in the grievance procedure may be extended by mutual agreement in
writing.
(b) Any step of the grievance procedure may be bypassed by mutual agreement in
writing.
Section 4 Processing Grievances During Working Hours
Grievance committee members may investigate and process grievances during working
hours without loss of pay provided there will be no interruption of County services.
Section 5 Labor-Management Committee
Conferences shall be held between representatives of the Employer and at least three (3)
representatives of the Union on important matters, which may include the discussion of
procedures for avoiding future grievances and other methods of improving the
relationship between the parties, upon request of either party. Arrangements for such
meeting shall be made in advance and shall be held at reasonable hours, as mutually
agreed upon by the parties. Employees acting on behalf of the Union shall suffer no loss
of time or pay should such meeting fall within their regular work hours.
ARTICLE XVllI REMOVAL AND OTHER DISCIPLINARY ACTION
DISCIPLINE
18.1 Exercise of Rights
18.1.1 No employee shall be disciplined or otherwise removed except in accordance with
the provisions of this Article. It is understood and agreed that any employee
against whom a disciplinary action or measure is proposed may elect to follow
Section 75 and 76 of the Civil Service Law or the alternate disciplinary appeals
procedure set forth in this Article in lieu thereof An employee's election of one
appeals procedure shall preclude the use of the other, and the right to use the other
shall be deemed waived.
18.1.2 Disciplinary actions or measures proposed for imposition against employees shall
be limited to the following: oral reprimand, written reprimand, suspension,
reduction in rank, fine, loss of leave credits, and discharge. It is understood and
agreed that if the Public Employer has any reasons to orally reprimand an
employee, it shall be done in a manner that will not duly embarrass the employee
before other employees or the public, and that all discipline shall be applied in a
progressive manner.
18.1.3 Disciplinary actions or measures may be taken against employees only for
misconduct or incompetence. Whenever the Employer seeks imposition of a
disciplinary action or measure against an employee, the Employer shall notify the
employee and the Union President in writing of the specific act of misconduct
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and/or incompetence the employee is alleged to have committed and the proposed
penalty. The written notification shall also contain a detailed description of the
charges and specifications, which shall include dates, times and places. The
notification to the Union shall be sent at the same time the notice is sent to the
employee, or if hand delivered to the employee, within twenty-four (24) hours of
the time that the notice is given to the employee.
18.1.4 It is understood and agreed that any employee covered by this agreement shall be
entitled to Union representation or their own attorney at their own expense at any
stage of a disciplinary proceeding, whether pursuant to Section 75 or the alternate
appeals procedure of this agreement, including any meeting or investigatory
conference held where the outcome may result in a disciplinary action.
18.1.5 No employee shall be requested to sign any statement of admission of guilt to be
used in a disciplinary proceeding without being advised of the right to have Union
. representationpresent, and permittinga reasonableperiod of time for such
representation to present itself, if such representation is requested. No employee
shall be required to take a polygraph examination.
18.1.6 An employee may be suspended without pay for a period not to exceed thirty (30)
days prior to his instituting an appeal under the appropriate section of this Article,
only if the Employer determines there is probable cause to believe that the
continued presence of the employee of his job assignment represents an actual
danger to other persons or property or would severely interfere with the
operations of the Department.
18.1.7 It is understood and agreed that in any case where an employee is required to
leave the premises of the Employer, the employee will be permitted to discuss the
disciplinary action with his Union steward or other authorized representative of
the Union, upon request, and the Employer will make an area available where he
may do so for a reasonable period of time before he may be required to leave.
18. 2 Alternate Disciplinary Appeals Procedure
18.2.1 Any employee against whom disciplinary charges are brought shall have the right
to appeal such action. Upon receipt of such notification, an employee shall have
ten (10) work days to file with the Sheriff a written response to the charges, a
copy of which shall be sent to the Union. The employee, in his response, may
deny the charges, may admit to the charges and accept the penalty proposed, or
admit to the charges but reject the penalty proposed. Should the employee deny
the charges, or admit the charges but reject the penalty proposed, he shall also
include in the response whether he desires to process the matter under Section 75
and 76 of the Civil Service Law or the Union Procedures set forth in this Article.
In addition, the employee will indicate whether he will be represented by the
Union or his own private attorney.
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18.2.2 In any case where an employee, in his response to the charges, either denies the
charges brought against him or disagrees with the penalty proposed, a meeting
shall be convened by the Sheriff within five (5) calendar days of receipt of the
response, such meting to include the Union President or his designee and the
employee. Unless the matter is settled at the meeting, the Sheriff shall give his
decision in writing within five (5) "calendardays of the date the meeting was held.
18".2.3 Disciplinary matters may be settled at any time following the service of a
notification of discipline. The terms of any settlement proposed shall be reduced
to writing. An employee offered such a settlement shall be given a reasonable
opportunity to consult with his Union representative or his own attorney as well
as to have him present at the time he executes such settlement. Both the
employee and the Union representative shall be provided with copies of the
settlement at the time such settlement is made.
18.2.4 If a disciplinary matter is not settled or otherwise resolved, the employee may,
within ten (10) work days of receipt of the Sheriff's response, appeal to arbitration
or request a Civil Service hearing, whichever procedure he had previously
elected.
18.2.5 In accordance with the timetable set forth above, disciplinary arbitrators shall be
required to render a decision within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the
close of the hearing, or within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of a
transcript, if either party elects to have such a transcript made. It is understood,
however, that any party wishing to have such a transcript made of the hearing
may provide for one at its own expense, but shall provide copies to both the
arbitrator and the other party.
18.2.6 Disciplinary arbitrators shall confine themselves to determinations of guilt or
innocence and whether a proposed penalty or punishment is appropriate. The
burden of proof shall rest with the Employer. The decision of the disciplinary
arbitrator shall be served upon the employee, the Sheriff, and the Union, if the
employee has chosen to be represented by the Union, and shall be final and
binding as to the question of guilt or innocence. The disciplinary arbitrator shall
also recommend a penalty or punishment to be imposed in the event of finding of
guilt, including whether there was probable cause for a summary suspension.
Upon receipt of the decision of the disciplinary arbitrator, the Sheriff shall
determine the penalty or punishment to be imposed; however, should such
determination be more than the recommendation of the disciplinary arbitrator, the
employee may seek review of such determination pursuant to Article 78 of the
CPLR, but solely upon the grounds that the penalty or punishment the sheriff
seeks to impose is excessive.
18.2.7 No recording devices of any kind shall be used during any disciplinary
proceedings unless the use of such device is agreed upon by the parties and each
party receives a copy of the tape.
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18.2.8 All fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be divided equally between the
Employer and the Union, or the employee and the Public Employer, if not
represented by the Union.
18.3 Limitations
18.3.1 No employee shall be brought up on charges or be disciplined for acts which
occurred more than one (1) year prior to the service of such notification of
discipline, except acts which constitute a crime.
18.4 Union's Rights on Discipinary Matters
18.4.1 The Union Steward, and the Union President or his designee, as well as the
. disciplinedemployee and necessary employeewitnesses, shall suffer no loss of
time or pay, or be required to charge any accrued leave credits during such
employee's regular working hours, to attend disciplinary hearings and arbitration
proceedings. Reasonable and necessary time spent by the Union steward and/or
the Union president or his designee in processing and investigating a disciplinary
matter, during such employee's regular working hours shall also be considered as
time worked for all purposes with no loss in time or payor accrued leave credits.
18.4.2 When representing an employee in a disciplinary matter, the Union shall be
entitled to copies of all written reports and records in the custody of the Employer
which will be relied upon by the Public Employer in pursuing the charges against
the employee and the issuing of a penalty within ten (10) calendar days of demand
for such by the Union.
18.4.3 Union staff representatives may be present and participate at disciplinary
grievance meetings, Section 75 hearings, and arbitration proceedings.
18.5 Disciplinary Transfers
18.5.1 Work shifts, job assignments, transfers or re-assignments to other units shall not
be made for the purpose of imposing discipline, except in cases where criminal
charges are pending against an employee, the effect of which in the opinion of the
Sheriff: may seriously affect the employee's ability to carry out the responsibility
of his job if he were allowed to remain on that job.
18.6 Personnel Records
18.6.1 All employees upon written request to the Sheriff or his designee shall be given a
reasonable opportunity to review their official personnel file maintained by the
Sheriff s Department. This file shall contain their original application for
employment and any and all job evaluations, commendations, disciplinary actions
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if any, and any other record of actions which have taken place during their
employment with the Sheriff's Department. Upon review of their file, employees
may request and shall be provided with copies of all documents which they had
not previously been given.
18.6.2 No letter of criticism, poor evaluation, disciplinary action, or any other document,
with the exception of counseling memoranda, which could effect an employee's
job security, may be placed in an employee's official personnel file without the
employee first having an opportunity to review such action. Should an employee,
upon review of such documents, disagree with all or part of any such document,
he shall have the right to seek removal of any part or all of the document by filing
a grievance under the Grievance and Arbitration Procedure of this Agreement.
18.6.3 Either party shall have access, upon request, to any written statements or records
which will be presented as evidence by the other party at any arbitration hearing
provided by this Agreement in advance of the date of such hearing. In the event
either party does not have sufficient time to review such evidence, the hearing
shall be adjourned to a later date at the request of either party.
ARTICLE XIX GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section 1 Pledge Against Discrimination and Coercion
(a) The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied equally to all employees in the
bargaining unit without discrimination as to age, sex, marital status, race, color,
creed, national origin, or political affiliation. The Union shall share equally with the
Employer the responsibility for applying this provision of the Agreement.
(b) All references to employees in this Agreement designate both sexes, and wherever
the male or female gender is used, it shall be construed to include male and female
employees.
(c) The Employer agrees not to interfere with the rights of employees to become
members of the Union, and there shall be no discrimination, interference, restraint, or
coercion by the Employer or any Employer representative against any employee
because of Union membership or because of any employee activity in an official
capacity on behalf of the Union, or for any other cause.
(d) The Union recognizes its responsibility as bargaining agent and agrees to represent
all employees in the bargaining union without discrimination, interference, restraint
or coercion.
Section 2 Work Rules
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(a) The Employer agrees that new work rules or changes in existing rules shall not
become effective until they have been posted prominently on all official department
bulletin boards for a period offive (5) consecutive work days.
(b) Employees shall comply with all existing rules that are not in conflict with the terms
. of this Agreement, providedthe rules are uniformlyapplied and uniformly enforced.
Section 3 Joint Safety Committee
The Employer and the Union agree jointly to establish a Safety Committee consisting of
an equal number of Employer and Union representatives, the number of members to be
agreed upon. This committee will advise management of all safety activities.
The Join Safety Committee shall:
(a) make immediate and detailed investigations of each accident to determine
fundamental causes;
(b) develop data to indicate accident sources and injury rates;
(c) make inspection to detect hazardous physical conditions or unsafe work methods and
recommend changes or additions to protective equipment or devices for the
elimination of hazards;
(d) promote safety for workers and participate in making the safety program known to all
workers;
(e) conduct meetings during working hours without loss of pay for the sole purpose of
discussing accident prevention and developing suitable corrective measurers.
Section 4 Car Allowance
Employees who are obligated to use their personal automobile on County business will
be reimbursed at the Federal reimbursement rate prevailing at the time the expense was
incurred.
Section 5 Disabled Employees
The Employer shall make a reasonable effort to place employees, who through physical
sensitivity or otherwise become partially disabled on their present jobs, on work which
they are able to perform.
Section 6 Personnel Practices
The Employer shall provide copies of this Agreement in handbook form to all employees
in the bargaining unit, the cost of which shall be borne equally by the Employer and the
Union, and all new employees as they are hired. In addition, a membership application
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and payroll deduction authorization form provided by the Union shall be given to each
new employee as they are hired by the Employer.
Section 7 Personal Damages
The Employer shall be responsible for replacementor payment of damages to personal (
.property such as clothing and protectiveglasses that may be incurred by an employeeas a
result of his carrying out his responsibilities as an employee while on the job to a
maximum of two hundred-fifty dollars ($250.00) per incident. .
Section 8 Uniform
(a) The following uniform material shall be provided by the County. The Sheriff shall
determine the specifications of each item and the allotted quantities. Uniform
materials not provided by the County must have prior approval of the Sheriff,
including their specification. Uniform materials must be turned into the Sheriff upon
termination of employment.
(b) Employees on the payroll as of January 1, 2000 have a full complement of uniform
materials due to past uniform allowance. Materials provided are as follows:
pants and shirts
jacket - spring and winter
sweater
tie
shoes or boots
brass tie clip, collar brass nametags, badges (2)
serving since pins
hash marks
hats and raincaps
gunbelt
handcuffs and holders
garrison belt
limited baseball caps (special details)
(c) Any other uniform material required by the Sheriff, excluding firearms, shall be
provided by the Employer.
(d) All employees will be required to stand uniform inspection at the order of the Sheriff
or his authorized designee.
Section 9 Shift Differential
Employees working the "C-line" shall be paid a $.30 per hour shift premium. Employees
working the "A-line" shall be paid $.40 per hour shift premium.
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Section 10 Tax Sheltered Annuity Plan
The County Legislature has established a tax sheltered annuity plan. Effective with the
mutual ratification date of this agreement the employees in this bargaining unit shall be
permitted to join such plan. Contributions to the plan are made by payroll deductions
within the amounts indicated by the contract with the employees and the insurance
carner.
Section 11 Alcohol and Substance Abuse Testing Program
The Sheriff and the Union agree to mutually negotiate an alcohol and substance abuse
testing program, subject to the concurrence of the County Administrator.
Section 12 Double-Bunking
The Union agrees to permit the use of double-bunking in the Allegany County Jail
effective February 1, 2000, and the County will meet and confer with the Union
regarding issues arising ITomthe utilization of double-bunking.
ARTICLE XX STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
Section 1 Lockouts
No lockout of employees shall be instituted by the Employer during the term of this
Agreement.
Section 2 Strikes
No strikes of any kind shall be caused or sanctioned by the Union during the term of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE XXI SAVINGS CLAUSE
Should any article, section or portion thereof of this Agreement be held unlawful and
unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, such decision of the court shall only
apply to the specific article, section or portion thereof
ARTICLE xxn TOTAL AGREEMENT
Notwithstanding any personnel rules and regulations, local law or other laws that
previously were in effect to the contrary, the foregoing constitutes the entire Agreement
between the parties and shall supersede any and all such previous rules, regulations and
laws, and no verbal statement or other amendments, except an amendment mutually
agreed upon between the parties and in writing annexed hereto designated as an
amendment to this Agreement, shall supersede or vary the provisions herein.
ARTICLE XXnI STATUTORY PROVISION
IT IS UNDERSTOOD BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISIONS OF TillS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION
TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENT ATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY
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PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN
APPRO VAL.
ARTICLE XXIV MANAGEMENT'S RIGHTS
The Employer retains the sole right to manage its business affairs and services and to
direct the working force, including the right to decide the number and location of its
business and service operations to be conducted and rendered and the methods, processes
and means used in operating its business and services, and the control of the buildings,
real estate, materials, parts, tools, machinery and all equipment which may be used in the
operation of its business or in supplying its services~to assign and reassign work within a
classification and to assign and reassign employees within a classification providing an
equal distribution of work is maintained; to determine when and to what extent the work
required in operating its business and supplying its services to be performed by
employees governed by this Agreement, to maintain order and efficiency in all its
departments and operations, (including the procedures set forth in the Civil Service Law
and other laws of the State of New York and any other procedures concerning the
conduct and employment of employees), to promote and determine the qualifications of
employees, to determine and schedule its various departments and to determine its
starting and quitting time and the number of hours to be worked subject only to such
terms as set forth in other parts of this Agreement or provided by law. The County also
expressly reserves all rights and powers under the Civil Service law and any other laws of
the State of New York.
The above rights of the employer are not all inclusive, but indicate the type of matters or
rights which belong to and are inherent to the Employer. Any and all the rights, powers
and authority the Employer had prior to the Agreement are retained by the employer,
except as expressly and specifically abridged, claimed or modified by this Agreement.
ARTICLE XXV TERMINATION AND MODIFICATION
This Agreement shall be effective as of the first (1st)day of January, 1998 and shall
remain in full force and effect until the thirty-first (31st)day of December, 2002. It shall
be automatically renewed trom year to year thereafter, unless either party shall notify the
other, in writing, one hundred eight (180) days prior to the termination date, that it desires
to modify this Agreement. In the event that such notice is given, negotiations shall
commence not later than one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the termination date.
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IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands this /f~
April, 2000.
ALLEGANY COUNTY ALLEGANY COUNTY DEPUTY
SHERIFF'S ASSOCIATION
BY!JP'~ Bylrl~~
DATED~-If!j - 0 j)
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SERGEANT APPENDIX A
Min Step 1 Step 2 . Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
1998 11.88 12.32 12.73 13.16 13.57 13.99 14.40 14.85
1999 12.12 12.57 12.98 13.42 13.84 14.27 14.69 15.15
2000 13.47 13.93 14.36 14.81 15.24 15.69 16.12 16.59
2001 14.37 14.85 15.29 15.75 16.19 16.66 17.10 17.58
2002 15.30 15.79 16.24 16.72 17.17 17.65 18.11 18.61
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CHIEF DEPUTY SHERIFF APPENDIX A
Min Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
1998 11.26 11.65 12.03 12.39 12.79 13.16 13.54 13.92
1999 11 .49 11.88 12.27 12.64 13.05 13.42 13.81 14.20
2000 12.82 13.23 13.62 14.01 14.43 14.81 15.21 15.62
2001 13.70 14.12 14.53 14.92 15.35 15.75 16.16 16.58
2002 14.60 15.04 15.46 15.87 16.31 16.72 17.14 17.57
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DEPUTY SHERIFF APPENDIX A
Min SteD 1 SteD 2 SteD 3 SteD 4 SteD 5 Step 6 SteD 7
1998 10.90 11.24 11.56 11.91 12.25 12.57 12.90 13.24
1999 11.12 11.47 11.79 12.15 12.50 12.82 13.16 13.50
2000 12.44 12.80 13.13 13.51 13.86 14.19 14.54 14.90
2001 13.31 13.68 14.02 14.40 14.77 15.11 15.48 15.84
2002 14.21 14.58 14.93 15.33 15.71 16.06 16.43 16.81
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CORRECTION OFFICER APPENDIX A
Min Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 71998 10.59 10.90 11.22 11.51 11.83 12.12 12.43 12.76
1999 10.80 11.12 11.44 11.74 12.07 12.36 12.68 13.02
2000 12.11 12.44 12.78 13.08 13.42 13.72 14.05 14.39
2001 12.97 13.31 13.65 13.96 14.32 14.63 14.97 15.32
2002 13.85 14.21 14.56 14.88 15.24 15.56 15.91 16.27
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CLERK (SENIOR ACCOUNT CLERK TYPIST) APPENDIX A
COOK MANAGER
Min Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 SteD 6 SteD 7
1998 10.89 11.13 11 .40 11.65 11.88 12.13 12.39 12.66
1999 11.11 11.35 11.63 11.88 12.12 12.37 12.64 12.91
2000 11.82 12.06 12.35 12.61 12.86 13.11 13.39 13.67
2001 12.54 12.79 13.09 13.36 13.61 13.88 14.16 14.45
2002 13.29 13.55 13.86 14.13 14.39 14.66 14.96 15.25
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COOK APPENDIX A
Min Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
1998 10.29 10.54 10.79 11.04 11.29 11.54 11.80 12.05
1999 10.50 10.75 11.01 11.26 11.52 11.77 12.04 12.29
2000 10.94 11.19 11.46 11.72 11.99 12.24 12.52 12.78
2001 11.39 11.65 11.93 12.19 12.47 12.73 13.02 13.29
2002 11.85 12.13 12.41 12.68 12.97 13.24 13.54 13.81
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